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	6. Fields highlighted in Light Blue should be left blank by the RID Submitter as these will only be used during the Review Process. 
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	8. The names of any attachments relevant to a RID should be entered in the Attachments field. The files actually containing the attachments should be sent separately.
	The following points should be noted with respect to reviewing the RID.
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	a. Action - Closure of the RID is awaiting the outcome of an action or actions. Details of the actions may be recorded in the disposition field.
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	5. Fields highlighted in Pale Green can optionally be filled in by the RID Submitter.
	6. Fields highlighted in Light Blue should be left blank by the RID Submitter as these will only be used during the Review Process. 
	7. Date format for the Date Issued field is YYYY/MM/DD
	8. The names of any attachments relevant to a RID should be entered in the Attachments field. The files actually containing the attachments should be sent separately.
	The following points should be noted with respect to reviewing the RID.
	1. The following RID dispositions are available
	a. Action - Closure of the RID is awaiting the outcome of an action or actions. Details of the actions may be recorded in the disposition field.
	b. Accepted - The RID and solution from the RID submitter are accepted as is and will be implemented.
	c. Agreed - It is agreed that there is an issue, however the solution adopted is partly or wholly different to that proposed by the RID submitter.
	d. Rejected - The RID has been rejected.
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	RID_SHORT_TITLE: Error in Annex D diagram and table
	DESCRIPTION_OF_REQUESTED_CHANGE: 1. Replace the contents of Table D-1 with the contents of the text file TGFT_table_D-1.txt in the zip file located at URL https://cwe.ccsds.org/css/docs/CSS-SM/CWE%20Private/Book%20Production/Blue/Terrestrial%20Generic%20File%20Transfer/Red%20Book/Agency%20Review/Agency%20Review%20RIDs/Pietras_TGFT_RID-errorInAnnexD_diagram.zip2. Replace figure D-1 with the contents of the PNG file TGFT_Fig_D-1.png in the zip file located at URL https://cwe.ccsds.org/css/docs/CSS-SM/CWE%20Private/Book%20Production/Blue/Terrestrial%20Generic%20File%20Transfer/Red%20Book/Agency%20Review/Agency%20Review%20RIDs/Pietras_TGFT_RID-errorInAnnexD_diagram.zip
	SUPPORTING_ANALYSIS: The table and figure erroneously show the contents of the href attribute of the dataObjectSection/dataObject/byteStream/fileLocation element as containing a timestamp part  that should not be there.According to 4.2.8.4.1 (c) of the TGFT specification. the content of the href attribute is defined as follows:“The href attribute shall contain the URL of the file, which shall be of the form“file:”+<package folder name part>                 + ”/” + <payload file name (with file type extension)>where the package folder name part of the XFDU Package file name is defined in 3.2.1.1.4.”The package folder name part that is defined in 3.2.1.1.4 is the “core” part of the name: it does not include the timestamp part, the hash value part, or the compressed folder file type extension part (see sections 3.2.1.1.2 and 3.2.1.1.3 for when these other parts are used). And in fact, the text of annex D is also correct - it already states: “Thus the href attribute of the dataObject fileLocation element isfile:dss_25_validated_tdm_xfdu_package/dss_25_validated_tdm-2017-02-27T19-35-24Z.xml,which indicates that the file is located within the dss_25_validated_tdm_xfdu_package folder.”The replacement tabel and figure correct the error.
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